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FIG. 2. Bistability of the reflection coefficient for a wave
with A = 380 fim (a) in terms of the intensity and (b) in
terms of the phase for the case of s polarization and inci-
dence at an angle of a = 45° on the surface of n-InSb (the
magnetic field is H = 150 G).
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electric permittivity of the medium and thus to significant
perturbations of the amplitude R and phase <p of the complex
reflection coefficient.

During periodic heating of the carriers of a semicon-
ductor by an external electric field whose period TQ is related
to the relaxation time of the carrier temperature, r, by TQ > r,
the oscillations in the carrier temperature will lead to oscilla-
tions in the reflection coefficient under condition (1). When
a continuous flux of submillimeter radiation is incident on
the surface of such a semiconductor, the reflected wave will
be amplitude-modulated (Fig. 1). During rf heating of the
carriers, a bistable reflection regime can arise. The jumps in
the temperature which cause the bistability of the amplitude
and phase of the reflected signal can be controlled by an
external magnetic field (Fig. 2). Flexible thermal control of
radiation is based on the following theoretically predicted
effects:

1. This tuning of the radiation occurs over a wide fre-
quency range of the heating electric field and is character-
ized by a low energy expenditure (a power W S 10 W in films
of thickness d ~ 20-30 //m), since the thermal changes in e
do not require the generation of new carriers, in contrast
with the situation in the traditional laser effects.

2. The depth of the amplitude modulation, which

differs for the s and p polarizations, can reach 95-99%.
3. The phase shift of the reflected wave during heating

can be 90-150°.
4. The appearance of bistable regimes in both the ampli-

tude and phase of the reflected signal leads to hysteretic
jumps in these parameters in the range 200-400 /xm.

5. The imposition of a magnetic field HS 300 G pre-
vents bistable regimes and leads to the formation of a contin-
uous dependence of the level of the reflected signal on the
amplitude of the heating field. Raising the magnetic field to
H~%00 G can lead to doubling the number of reflected sig-
nals.

6. The speed of this nonlinear system is characterized by
a time tS 10"8 s.

7. Nonuniform magnetic fields in the heated plasma
slab lead to deformations of the reflected wavefront, in a
manner analogous to the effect of tunable deflectors, lenses,
and polarizers.

The wide range over which the amplitudes, phases, and
polarizations of the modulated signals can be varied; the
speed; and the possibility of a "soft" control of the space-
time characteristics of radiation with a low energy expendi-
ture make these effects candidates for a physical foundation
of adaptive radiooptics.

V. I. Panov. Scanning tunneling microscopy and surface
spectroscopy. The development of the scanning tunneling mi-
croscope (STM)' has made it possible to extend the methods
of tunneling spectroscopy to research on the relief and local
density of the electronic states at the surfaces of metals,
semiconductors, and tunneling-transparent insulating lay-
ers at the atomic scale. The record high resolution of STM's
( ~ 10~2 A along the normal to the surface and ~ 1 A in its
plane), achievable both in ultrahigh vacuum and in dielec-
tric media in a tunnel gap, has stimulated the use of STMs for
the diagnostics of clean and real surfaces, for the spectrosco-
py of electronic states, for research on adsorption and cataly-
sis effects, for research on biological objects, and for applica-
tions in microelectronics. The studies which have been
carried out by various groups of investigators with STM's
are described in the review by Hansma and Tersoff2 and in
the proceedings of the first international conferences, STM
"86 (Ref. 3) and STM '87 (Ref. 4).

This report discusses the results of the use of high-reso-
lution STM's 5>6 to study the microrelief of disordered sur-
faces, to study biological objects, and to observe structural
changes of surfaces at the atomic time scale. The report also
demonstrates the use of the forces of the interatomic (or
intermolecular) interaction between the probing needle and
the surface for the spectroscopy of the surfaces of insula-
tors.10

1. The example of a study of the surface self-diffusion of
silver adatoms has been used to demonstrate the possibility
of using STM's to study temporal changes in the state of a
surface at the atomic scale. The successive frames in part a of
Fig. 1 show the time evolution of the microscopic relief of the
same part of a silver surface as a result of the self-diffusion of
adatoms (which are seen as protuberences in the figure).
The diffusion process results in a gradual healing of the mi-
croscopic depression, 5-8 A in size, at the points of localiza-
tion of the adatoms on the silver surface. A depression was
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produced by bringing the tip of the probing needle into con-
tact with the surface. The observed effects are not associated
with variations in the local height of a tunnel barrier and do
not depend on the magnitude of the tunnel current /•,-. The
time required to obtain each frame was ~ 30 s.

2. Scanning tunneling microscopes have been used to
identify the mechanisms for the surface intensification of
nonlinear-optics effects during the reflection of light from a
rough surface of a metal. These intensification effects, spe-
cifically, the increase in the intensity of the reflected second
harmonic and in the Raman-scattering cross section, depend
strongly on geometric parameters, the distribution of relief
irregularities, and the electronic properties of the surface.7iK

The generation of a surface-enhanced ("giant") second har-
monic has been observed, in particular, on films of silver
deposited in ultrahigh vacuum on a substrate cooled to 77 K
and also during the electrochemical monolayer oxidation of
a silver surface, followed by a reduction of the oxidized lay-
er. Research on their microrelief and electronic properties
has made it possible to establish the electromagnetic nature
of the surface enhancement of the Raman effect. Parts b and
c in Fig. 1 show images of one of the breaks between crystal-
lites (b) which remain in a Ag film (deposited at 77 K) after
it is heated to room temperature at a pressure P = 10"7 Pa
and also a reduced surface (c) with a granular roughness
which contains S 102 atoms in an individual microscopic
irregularity. These images were obtained at the parameter
values IT = 0.5 nA and VT x \0~2 V.

3. Scanning tunneling microscopy stands in contrast
with other methods in that it yields information on the struc-

tural, chemical, and electronic (or ionic) properties of bio-
logically active systems at the atomic scales without destroy-
ing the specimen. Scanning tunneling microscopes have been
used to study molecules of the intracellular enzyme reverse
transcriptase. Molecules dissolved in a liquid have been
placed in a gap between the electrodes of a tunnel gap
(between the needle and the conducting surface of the sub-
strate, on which the molecules have been deposited). In the
course of the scanning, the tip of the probing needle was in
the solution. Part d in Fig. 1 shows images obtained of two
molecules of the enzyme. Part e shows a fragment of this
enzyme at atomic scale. Measurements were taken at
7T = 0.5 nA and VT ~ 10~2 V. The results demonstrate the
promising outlook for the use of STM's to study biological
specimens with an atomic resolution.

4. The possibilities of STM's, which have been limited
to the study of conducting substances, have motivated a
search for methods for analyzing local characteristics of the
surfaces of insulators. For this purpose, the use of the forces
of an interatomic (or intermolecular) interaction between a
surface and a needle brought up to within ~ 1-100 A of the
surface has been proposed and demonstrated.9 The method
has been labeled "scanning atomic force microscopy." This
method furnishes information on the relief and local inter-
atomic interactions at the surfaces of any substances with an
atomic resolution. The report discussed the use of an atomic
force microscope'" based on a STM5 to study the microscop-
ic relief at the surface of an insulating single crystal of AKO,
cleaved in the {1011} plane and the observation of localized
defects at the cleaved surface.
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The combination of scanning tunneling microscopy
with atomic force microscopy will apparently make it possi-
ble to obtain exhaustive information on the state and phys-
ical-chemical properties of the surfaces of many substances.
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M. S. Kaikin. Scanning tunneling microscopy and spec-
troscopy. The scanning tunneling microscope (STM)' oper-
ates through the scanning of the tip of a metal needle along
theX, Y coordinates over the surface of the conductor under
study, at a distance z = 5-10A. As a result, a tunnel current^'
flows. The current j is held at a constant magnitude by an
electronic circuit which adjusts the distance z. A recording
of the adjustment voltage in the X, Y coordinates maps
out the surface S(x,y) of a constant tunnel current
y=yoexp( -Az<pxn), where A~\ A" 1 • (eV)"1 / 2 . At a
constant local height of the potential barrier (at a constant
work function), cp, the surface S corresponds to the geomet-
ric surface of the sample.

If cp is not constant over the surface of a sample, then the
value of cp at the surface point below the needle can be found
by modulating the distance z with a frequency v higher than
the frequency band of the regulation of z. The signal at the
frequency v is proportional to the quantity <p112 = d In j/dz.
Scanning the needle over the part of the surface under study
thus simultaneously yields a map of the profile of the surface
S(x,y) and a map of the S distribution of the local height of
the potential barrier <p(x,y).

This method for measuring cp is one of many ways in
which STM's can be used to study localized energy states of
electrons in a surface layer of a sample. These various meth-
ods are known collectively as "scanning tunneling spectros-
copy." Examples of such studies can be found in reports at
the last conference on scanning tunneling microscopy2; one
example is discussed below.

The spatial resolution of scanning tunneling micros-
copy and scanning tunneling spectroscopy reaches ~ 2 A in
the X, Yplane and ~ 0.02 A along the normal to it (along the
Z direction), so the positions of individual atoms can be
measured, and particular features of the electronic proper-
ties of a sample can be localized—at the same resolution.23

Figure 1 shows a topogram recorded in the course of an ex-
periment with a scanning tunneling microscope (depth ~ 1
A) of a crystalline surface of pyrolytic graphite.4 The bright
spots are carbon atoms which emerge at the surface. The
recording noise can be eliminated through a subsequent
computer processing. The writing conditions are character-
istic of scanning tunneling microscopy: The voltage across

the needle-sample gap was 10 mV; the tunnel current was 5
nA; and the duration of the recording was ~ 20 s. The sur-
face of the sample must be clean. Graphite is particularly
convenient in this regard since a graphite surface produced
by cleavage remains clean even in the atmosphere. In other
cases, e.g., in a study of silicon,3 it is necessary to clean and
anneal the surface in vacuum. Immersion in a gas or liquid
does not prevent the operation of a scanning tunneling mi-
croscope; these fluids are important only for performing a
required processing of the surface of a sample or putting the
surface in a required state.5

Using a scanning tunneling microscope at a lower reso-
lution, 10-20 A along X, Y, is a far simpler matter than
working at the highest possible resolution, in particular, be-
cause the requirements in terms of the isolation from vibra-
tional noise are less severe. Even in this case, however, the
scanning tunneling microscope can solve many problems of
a scientific or technological nature which cannot be solved
by other methods.2'6

The use of scanning tunneling microscopy to study su-
perconductivity is particularly interesting and important. In
particular, it can be used to study the properties of high-
temperature superconductors. Figure 2 shows a distribution
of the energy gap n = 2A//c7"c over the surface of a
YBa2Cu3Ox microscopic crystal near its boundary with the
normal region of the sample, with n = 0. This distribution
was obtained at 4 K by scanning tunneling spectroscopy.7 It

FIG. 1.
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